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TWO BRIDGES
A bridge crosses the water on the
approach to the house, and an
interior bridge spans the creek at the
far right end of the house.
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EAST MEETS WEST
Two viewpoints and two ponds define this
Storm Mountain home.
P H O T O G R A P H Y B Y J A M E S R AY S PA H N

h

ead north, down from Rabbit’s Ear pass, and on the right side
as you drive into the valley you may spot a small cluster of
fifteen very large homes. One home in particular stands out,
or more to the point, doesn’t stand out.
When Brandt Vanderbosch of Steamboat-based Vertical Arts walked the
Storm Mountain property his clients owned, he knew he had his work cut
out for him. Two ponds connected by a small stream would define the siting
of the house. And it was to be a big house by most standards — 17,000 square
feet, including the basement.
“The ponds were there already,” says Vanderbosch. “A creek ran down one
edge of the house. We positioned the home to look over the ponds as well
as span the creek. That’s why we have a bridge. We wanted to make sure the
home fit naturally on this site with the existing ponds and creek.”
To hug the land and conform to the contours of the ponds, Vanderbosch
focused on several design strategies. The timber frame nestled into the lay
of the land. He positioned the home and windows to take full advantage of
the views and light exposure. He sited the home between the two ponds, and
a portion of the home bridges the creek that connects the ponds. Multiple
patios take advantage of the natural areas. Spreading out the house enabled
him to achieve these goals.
With such a large home, Vertical Arts also sought to reduce the carbon
footprint as much as possible. “We used ponds and did geothermal plates
in the home. Being such a big home, we wanted to get as much as possible
out of the site. Using geothermal energy reduces its footprint significantly,”
Vanderbosch says.
The clients moved from a very large home on the East Coast to the Dream
Catcher Trail on Storm Mountain home. “You can kind of see some of that
thought process in the home. He wanted ranch; she wanted East Coast,”
Vanderbosch says. Blending the two viewpoints resulted in a sprawling, twostory home that has a definite ranch feeling on the exterior, but an Old World
European character once you step inside.
“My challenge in designing the interior surfaces and decor for this house
was to incorporate furnishings from two of their houses with antiques purchased when they lived abroad. The vision evolved into Rocky Mountain
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lodge meets European chalet,” interior designer
Susan Howard says.
Surprising perhaps for 17,000 square feet, the
home has only five bedrooms. Multiple living
areas, a workout room, a bar and sitting rooms
that take advantage of the different views account
for most of the square footage.
The exterior uses reclaimed siding and park
architecture stone that has a heavy base. Moss
rock is used generously on the exterior and interior. The windows, some arched, are all copper on
the exterior.
The landscape design plays on the simple,
natural look. A few grass expanses stretch from
patios to the water’s edge. Large boulders and
carefully placed plantings emphasize the views. A
few flowers and grasses line the creek that passes
under the interior bridge of the home. Patios

GOING NATURAL
Boulders dot the
carpet of grass that
links the patio to the
water’s edge.

WELCOME
One of many seating
areas offers comfort
and spectacular views.
Most of the doors in the
house were designed
by Howard: planked,
distressed with clavos
and finished with unique
antique-styled hardware.
They were crafted by
Sun Mountain Doors.
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RESOURCES
Architect:
Vertical Arts, Inc.
Brandt Vanderbosch
principal
vertical-arts.com

ENTERTAINMENT
The downstairs bar, next to the
pool room, uses reclaimed wood.
Two moss rock stone walls define
its space.

Interiors:
Home on the Range Interiors
homeontherangeinteriors.com
Lynne Barton Bier
Principal
Susan Howard
Project Designer, now Principal
at Mystic Ridge Home, Arizona

A LODGE LOOK
The living room window flanked
by patio doors frames a view to
the mountain. The living room has
several Hammerton chandeliers.
The rock living room fireplace is
one of seven fireplaces in the home
custom designed by Howard, as
was the iron fire screen. The rug
belonged to the clients.
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HER RETREAT
The ottoman, upholstered in
aubergine velvet, lends color
and texture to the elegantly
neutral room. It contrasts with
the carved limestone fireplace
and floor, which together lend
a European flair to the room. A
massive iron chandelier hangs
from the groin vault.

thoughtfully place around the house create private and public areas with views of the ponds and
mountains.
Step through the impressive front doors and
you enter an Old World European lodge, if only
in spirit.
Douglas fir beams and truss work with metal
straps, among other elements, lend unity to the
house. The moss rock adds texture, dimension
and color, and restates the lodge look throughout
the house.
In the great room, a beamed vaulted ceiling,
along with a wall of windows and doors frames
the view to the mountains and meadows.
The upstairs sitting room feels different from
the rest of the house. She wanted a formal look.
The purple velvet ottoman gives a regal punch
of color to the soft neutrals in the room. The cut
stone fireplace and groin vault, along with plaster
walls, create a traditional retreat.
What started as Vanderbosch’s greatest challenge turned out to be his greatest satisfaction on
this project. “It’s probably the connection to the
site, how we pulled the house down low into the
land,” says Vanderbosch. “The picturesque feel
of this home, as you drive up to it… I believe we
mastered the site position of this home and how
it sits.”
With great effort comes great reward, it is said.
In this case, a mountain mansion became much
more… a mountain masterpiece. ✚
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